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There is without a doubt that book Bared To You (Crossfire, Book 1) By Sylvia Day will certainly still make
you motivations. Even this is merely a book Bared To You (Crossfire, Book 1) By Sylvia Day; you could
locate several styles as well as types of publications. From entertaining to experience to politic, and also
sciences are all provided. As just what we mention, below our company offer those all, from renowned
writers as well as publisher worldwide. This Bared To You (Crossfire, Book 1) By Sylvia Day is among the
compilations. Are you interested? Take it currently. Exactly how is the method? Read more this post!

Review
“When it comes to brewing up scorchingly hot sexual chemistry, Day has few literary rivals.”—Booklist

Praise for Sylvia Day’s Bared to You

“The rush of erotic fiction into the hands of mainstream readers invites consideration of whether 21st-century
society is flirting with a new normative sexual epoch. Day’s novel explores this issue unflinchingly and
compellingly by pairing her narrative of sexual temptation and emotional risk with character studies that
mirror divisive social and cultural issues of identity, trauma, repression and liberation.”—New York Times
bestselling author Andrea Cremer

“You know you're in for a good book when other authors—and I mean LOTS of other authors—recommend
it.”—USA Today

“A page-turner!”—Access Hollywood Live

“Bared to You takes a sensual look at a darker side of love.”—Shelf Awareness

“…a highly charged story that flows and hits the mark...”—Kirkus Reviews

“Full of emotional angst, scorching love scenes, and a compelling story line.”—Dear Author

From the Author
"Is it possible for two abuse survivors to have a functional romantic relationship?" -- Eva Tramell

Eva's question is the core of the Crossfire series. The answer she receives ("Absolutely."), gives her hope
that she can find her way there with Gideon. I hope their journey touches you the way it has me. We all
deserve a happily ever after.

About the Author
Sylvia Day is the #1 New York Times and #1 international bestselling author of more than a dozen award-
winning novels translated into over three dozen languages. She has been nominated for the Goodreads



Choice Award for Best Author and her work has been honored as Amazon's Best of the Year in Romance.
She has won the RT Book Reviews Reviewers' Choice Award and been nominated for Romance Writers of
America's prestigious RITA award twice. Visit the author at sylviaday.com
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By Sylvia Day from all around the world author? Immediately, the website will certainly be astonishing
finished. Numerous book collections can be discovered. All will certainly be so simple without complicated
point to move from website to website to obtain guide Bared To You (Crossfire, Book 1) By Sylvia Day
desired. This is the website that will certainly offer you those expectations. By following this website you
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You (Crossfire, Book 1) By Sylvia Day by only can aid you to realize having the book to read every time. It
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them on the gizmo or on soft data in your computer system to constantly review the area during that time.
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THE NEW YORK TIMES AND #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER

Gideon Cross came into my life like lightning in the darkness... 

He was beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to anything or
anyone in my life. I craved his touch like a drug, even knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and
damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so easily... 

Gideon knew. He had demons of his own. And we would become the mirrors that reflected each other's most
private worlds...and desires.

The bonds of his love transformed me, even as I prayed that the torment of our pasts didn't tear us apart...
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Eva's question is the core of the Crossfire series. The answer she receives ("Absolutely."), gives her hope
that she can find her way there with Gideon. I hope their journey touches you the way it has me. We all
deserve a happily ever after.
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Most helpful customer reviews

950 of 1031 people found the following review helpful.
Hope men don't read this and think that this kind of behaviour is what women want
By Seta
What I liked:

GOOD WRITING: I've read Sylvia Day in the past, and her writing flows. There are no annoying typos,
actually I found one, but the novel is not typo-ridden, which seems to be a common thing with Kindle books.
There was some repetition but the author's vocabulary is wide enough that you don't feel like you're reading
the same thing over and over again.

FAST-PACED PLOT: The story moved along nicely. Something was always happening to move the story
forward, but wasn't always sure which direction the story was heading in.

SETTING: Lots of modern references and brands mentioned, but not overdone. There's no doubt that we are
in the high-flying world of upper class New York.

What I didn't like:
CHARACTERS: Everyone in this book is too perfect, at least on the outside. Can't remember how many
times Gideon was referred to as the hottest, sexiest, fittest, most eligible, gorgeous [insert Adonis quality
here] man in the city. And the heroine was physically attractive too, as was her roommate, and her gym
instructor, her mother, the receptionist etc etc. It was a pity that everyone was model material and there were
no ugly Smeagols anywhere, not even as interesting side characters.

SEX SCENES: It's hot, until it's not. There have got to be at least 20 sex scenes in the novel, double the
number of orgasms, triple the number of references to Gideon's constant erections (was he on Viagra?) and
an untold number of times that the characters moan each other's names. It gets a bit old. I began skipping the
sex scenes, which became banal and to be honest, a bit of a turn OFF. Sometimes less really is more.

EMOTION: Or lack thereof. Gideon isn't subtle at all. He's like a two-year old who wants something and
won't stop pouting until he gets it. He has a lot of pretty words and flashy gestures of love, but as he himself
put it, romance isn't in his repertoire. If you're looking for a love story, Bared to You is not that. You won't
find characters that come to the realisation of their feelings for each other through some intense emotional
conflict. What you will find are two horny good-looking people intent on banging each other senseless who
somehow, from the get go, have an urgent, desperate and unhealthy need for each other. How? Why? I'm still
not sure.

OBSESSIVE POSSESSIVE STALKERISH BEHAVIOUR: As another reviewer mentioned, the cringe



factor is pretty high in this book. If someone did what these characters do in real life, they would probably
have restraining orders against them. For example, *** SPOILERS AHEAD - STOP READING HERE IF
YOU HAVEN"T READ THE BOOK AND INTEND TO *** After Eva runs off from him the umpteenth
time, he leaves Eva 21 messages in the space of about 30 minutes. 21. That's a lot of calls. Before that, he
seems to have amassed all the information he can about her, from who she's living with (and his sexual
orientation) through to whether or not her gym instructor is married. But Eva's no better because she signs up
for Google alerts on his name. Like really? People do that? Later, Eva sends Gideon three, count them,
THREE separate lots of flowers with messages in one day and then hand delivers him a gift. I mean, really?
You don't think that's a tad bit much for just ONE day? I guess it isn't when your lover takes a photo of you
sleeping in your own bedroom, then has your WHOLE bedroom recreated in his own home...to the detail.
And that's just so when you need space, you can run off your to 'own' room without leaving his house. Eww.
Eva's mother traces her cellphone, Gideon traces Eva's credit card - I mean, billionaires stalking people when
they could be out yachting, travelling to exotic places, flying to the moon or whatever it is billionaires do?

Then there's the jealousy. Gideon is suspicious of any unfamiliar male that he hasn't got a file on and Eva is
suspicious of every female in Gideon's life, even his mother (!!). Both characters are so insecure, their
actions become laughable. ["Hello," he purred, his icy gaze on Martin. "Introduce us."] Sexy and possessive?
Or just plain rude?

At the end of the day, I liked this book, but I didn't. Sylvia Day has made a good business decision to
capitalise on 50 shades (which I haven't read because I didn't care for the kindle sample I received) and I still
like her writing skills. She creates vivid scenes and has great command of language. But I'm not crazy about
some aspects of 'Bared' so I probably won't read the rest of the series. I don't give a toss about Gideon's inner
demons, and Eva seems to have it together (she's a likeable heroine). There were so many declarations of
LOVE(from Eva) and NEED(from Gideon) that its already clear from this first instalment that the two will
be sticking with each other through thick and thin while copulating fast and furiously. Glad I read part one,
but not holding my breath for part II.

473 of 544 people found the following review helpful.
Better than Fifty Shades of Grey!
By KMags
First off, I haven't written a review in a while. After reading BARED TO YOU by SYLVIA DAY I felt the
need to.

If you're looking for a book similar To Fifty Shades of Grey by E.L. James then BARED TO YOU is THE
BOOK! Some may think it's a rip of Fifty, but in my case I appreciate it for what it is... Two emotionally F'd
up individuals hoping to find some kind of happiness. In my opinion I think it's better than Fifty Shades and
it may have to do with Sylvia Day being a seasoned author. You can be the judge of that.

From the moment Eva and Gideon meet, there's a connection they can't resist. Initially it's a physical
attraction that creates interest. They try to keep it casual, however one broken individual can recognize
another and that's what Eva recognizes in Gideon. Although he tries to deny and in the process hurts Eva he
always finds himself chasing after her because she sees him. Accepting the knowledge brings them closer,
but not wiser regarding their relationship. They understand they'll need to take baby steps if they want their
relationship to work. You do see them grow and learn from their mistakes.

How can two dysfunctional individuals make a relationship work? Their relationship is emotional, intense
and complicated. They're obsessed, possessive and jealous of each other. Put all that together and the sex is
explosive, their love is sweetly intoxicating, their relationship at times is stormy but when they're happy it's



beautiful.

Will Eva have enough patience to overcome her frustrations with Gideon withholding his past from her? I
hope so. Like Gideon, Eva and Cary (Eva's best friend), I myself is a part of the F'd up group so I can relate
to their story. They all deserve their happily ever after as I have. ^_^

I can't wait for the next book, DEEPER IN YOU, to learn more about Gideon. My only hope is that it's not
like Fifty Shades Darker. I love Fifty Shades of Grey, but in the second book, I felt as if I read the first book
all over again. I have yet to read the third book.

Updated 4/30/2012

196 of 233 people found the following review helpful.
Review of Bared To You by Sylvia Day
By Mariann at Belle's Book Bag
My Review:
This is the first book that I've read by Sylvia Day and I wasn't really sure what to expect. WOW!! After
reading Bared To You, Sylvia Day has a new fan and I have a new favorite author!! I loved, loved, loved this
book. Right from the start it grabbed me and drew me in and still hasn't let go. I finished it in one sitting, I
just couldn't put it down. I fell in love with the Gideon and Eva right from the start.

Bared To You is the story of Eva and Gideon (great name for him). The story is told from Eva's point of
view and I only wish that I could have heard it from Gideon's also. They are both extremely attractive and
are instantly drawn to each other, but neither is looking for a relationship. Eva has just moved from San
Diego to New York with her roommate. It is when she goes to her office building for the first time, that she
runs into Gideon, literally, and their lives are forever changed. They each struggle with their own internal
demons, insecurities, and past hurts. Through the story, each tries to overcome their issues as well as help
each other. I love that Sylvia Day wrote these characters as not perfect, they both unintentionally made
mistakes that hurt the other but they tried to learn from them and build on their relationship. Sylvia Day
shows that relationships are hard and they take work and compromise from each person involved. It is not
always sunshine and flowers, but when two people are meant to be together, it can be amazing. And their
story is absolutely amazing, so much more then I expected and I loved every second.

I fell in love with Gideon, he is the ultimate Alpha Male, he says the best things to Eva. It was a good thing I
read this on my Kindle, because in paperback I wouldn't have been surprised if the pages melted!! It has
some of the HOTTEST, STEAMIEST, INTENSE, SEXIEST sex scenes that I have ever read!!

Eva and Gideon are perfect for each other and you can't help but root for them on their journey towards a
happily ever after. There is a great entertaining cast of secondary characters that have me hoping for their
happily ever after as well.

Silvia's website states that this is the first book in the Crossfire series that follows the emotional and romantic
journey taken by Gideon Cross and Eva Tramell. Bared To You is an excellent start to the series. I am
definitely along for the ride on Gideon and Eva's journey and eagerly await the next book. I highly
recommend this book. It is absolutely a reread for me!!
BEST OF THE BEST RATING
Mariann at Belle's Book Bag [...]

See all 6600 customer reviews...
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The publications Bared To You (Crossfire, Book 1) By Sylvia Day, from simple to difficult one will be a
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